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The following is for severe cases and can be altered by the treating physician. All simple sugars
should be stopped, as refined carbohydrates feed yeast. See attached anti-inflammatory diet.

WEEKS 0-2
ADP 3-5 tid, 3 for a smaller person, 5 for someone over 250 pounds, (3 times a day with or without
food) - kills fungus and a host of bacteria that support yeast growth.

Caprin 3 tid – coats the colon in a way that restricts the colonization and growth of yeast.

Beta TCP 3 tid – this will thin and mobilize your bile, which changes the environment of the bowel to
discourage dysbiotic flora (yeast).

TolerAid 1 bid (2 times a day) breaks down the chemicals that the yeast put off, which make us feels
sick.

Adult ENT Pro 1 bid – this formula has been shown to adhere to the mucosal linings of the mouth
and sinus cavity and kills 3 different types of yeast. It also enhances the immune system to fight all
forms of bacteria and yeast.

WEEKS 2-4
Changing dysbiotic agents is common in medicine. Changing botanicals will often kill resistant strains
that were able to withstand the environmental stress that the earlier botanicals.

FC Cidal 2 tid –  kills fungal forms that hide deep in tissue.

Dysbiocide 2 tid – designed for small worms. It has antibacterial and anti-fungal properties.

Beta TCP 3 tid

TolerAid 1 bid

BioDop7 Plus 1 at breakfast, 2 at bed to reestablish healthy bacterial flora.

WEEKS 5-6
ADP 2 tid

Berberine HCL 2 tid

Beta TCP 3 tid

TolerAid 1 bid (2 times a day) breaks down the chemicals that the yeast put off which make us feels
sick.

Adult ENT Pro 1 bid
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WEEKS 7-8
FC Cidal 2 tid kills fungal forms that hide deep in tissue.

Dysbiocide 2 tid allow designed for small worms it has antibacterial and anti-fungal properties.

Beta TCP 3 tid

TolerAid 1 bid

BioDop7 Plus 1 breakfast 2 at bed to reestablish healthy bacterial flora.

VAGINAL DOUCHE
If the yeast or fungal infection is in the genital urinary tract, add the following as a vaginal douche: two
to three ounces of distilled water, add Bio-AE Mulsion 10 drops, Liquid Iodine Forte 100 drops, and
BioDoph 7 Plus 1 capsule. Use the douche every other day for 14 days. Use a rectal syringe for the
douche and try to retain it for 7 to 8 minutes.

If extremely chronic, consider buying new underwear or at least dampen and put in a microwave to
kill any yeast that may be present.

If recurrent, treat sexual partner that is reintroducing infection.


